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A  P A N C H A K A R M A  D E T O X  E X P E R I E N C E  

A 5-night stay at the private Casa Terra where you will be gently
guided through the Amaveda Panchakarma detox protocol: 
the ultimate Ayurvedic healing experience.
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CASA TERRA
Casa Terra is a spacious, modern 7-bedroom property built with traditional
earth techniques. It is located in the southern Algarve, 7 km from Tavira.
Rooted in the philosophies of regenerative agriculture and built with
traditional earth techniques, it is our perfect healing space. 
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H E A L I N G  W I T H  F O O D
All the delicious and beautiful food is crafted to provide complete digestive
system restoration. Meals are based on Ayurvedic mono-diet healing principles,
macrobiotics and the multitude of benefits of eating consciously and in good
company. In this detox, there is no suffering or hunger involved.
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F U N C T I O N A L
F A S T I N G

Guests will enjoy a 48-hour liquid
fast consisting of nutrient-dense

functional-food extracts, seasonal
Ayurvedic tonics, local-harvest

soups and broths.
 
 

FASTING AS
A CULINARY

JOURNEY
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Each guest will receive one
complimentary massage and are
free to book additional treatments
with a host of incredible local
bodywork practitioners. 

DEEP 
STATES
OF REPAIR 

B O D Y W O R K



The Amaveda Body Oil used for
the luxurious Ayurvedic practice
of Abhyanga, essential to
Panchakarma
Amaveda Detox Aromatherapy
for relieving detox symptoms,
encouraging lymphatic drainage
and eliminating cellulite
Ayurvedic Basti with apparatus
and how-to guide 
An Ayurvedic copper tongue
scraper
Lymphatic flush body brush for
daily dry brushing practice

THE AMAVEDA 
PRODUCT 
COLLECTION
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MIND LIKE WATER
'Mind like Water' refers to a state of mind that mirrors water’s free-flowing,
reflective, and adaptive qualities. Mind Like Water is a state in which your
mind is at peace, yet full of potential. We will be integrating the 'mind like
water' philosophy and practices through simple meditative practices here, by
the natural swimming pond. 
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MOVEMENT OF BODY |  STILLNESS OF MIND
There will be a yoga class every day, moving us through the process. 
The Amaveda detox retreat yoga style supports the process by focussing on
moving the lymph, keeping the blood pumping and the heart beating, with far
less emphasis on boosting flexibility or structural alignment. Classes are non-
level-specific and support everybody. 
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The intimacy and privacy of
a small group allow for the
easy flow between
individual needs, private
downtime and group
synergy. 

The main house, rooftop
swimming pool and
swimming pond provide
plenty of spaces and places
for both quiet lounging and
group connection. 
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I N C L U D E D  I N  T H E  R E T R E A T  

Pre-detox and post-detox preparation

recommendations and support.

A private room at Casa Terra for 5 nights

 Classical Panchakarma detox practices

such as Basti, Virechana and Abhyanga

The Amaveda Product Collection

One therapeutic Ayurvedic massage

 All the delicious food crafted to provide a

complete digestive system re-set

A supervised 48-hour liquid fast including

Ayurvedic tonics, broths and soups

High-quality supplements for colon

cleansing and detox support

Daily movement and meditation classes

1 Curative kitchen workshop
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More energy

Healthy weight loss 

Increased mental clarity and positivity

Reduced inflammation in the body

Reduction/elimination of pain in the body

Improved intestinal flora and pH

Elimination of gas, bloating, and constipation

Loss of sugar/carb cravings

Elimination of caffeine dependency

Improved relationship with food

Reduction of candida overgrowth 

Boosted Immune system function

Increased flexibility/agility

Brighter, clearer skin and eyes
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All 7-rooms are spacious, absolutely lovely and come with their own
private outdoor space. To optimize the detox experience all rooms are
recommended as single occupancy. 

7 ROOMS | ENSUITE |  EACH WITH A PRIVATE TERRACE

All 7-rooms are spacious, absolutely lovely and come with their own
private outdoor space. To optimize the detox experience all rooms are
recommended as single occupancy. 



 ALFARROBEIRA

Alfarobeirra is located in the garden of Casa
Terra. The ensuite is equipped with a shower.
Alfarobeirra has a private terrace that includes
sun loungers for outdoor sleeping. 

1795€ all inclusive



Nascente is located on the top floor of Casa
Terra. The ensuite is equipped with a large
bathtub & separate shower. The terrace offers an
amazing view over the countryside reaching the
ocean. 

 NASCENTE 

1795€ all inclusive



Poente is located on the top floor of Casa Terra.
The ensuite is equipped with a shower. 
The terrace offers a glimpse of the ocean and a
lovely view over the courtyard with a calming
water element. 

POENTE

1795€ all inclusive



Azul is located on the ground floor of Casa
Terra, attached to the back of the house. The
ensuite is equipped with a shower. Terra has a
private terrace offering a true indoor-outdoor
feel with a garden view. 

AZUL 

1695€ all inclusive



Madeira is located in the garden of CasaTerra.
The ensuite is equipped with a shower. Madeira
has a private terrace with sun loungers and a
garden view reaching the ocean. 

MADEIRA

1695€ all inclusive



Jardim is located in the garden of Casa Terra. The
ensuite is equipped with a shower. The room has a
private terrace with relaxing chairs and a garden
view. 

JARDIM 

1695€ all inclusive



Terra is located in the garden of Casa Terra. The
ensuite is equipped with a shower. The room
has two twin beds. Terra also has two separate
private terraces.

TERRA

1645€ all inclusive



E N R O L L M E N T  
  APPLY HERE
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